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Section- A (G0 marks)

'.- a'1 write complete classification of vyadhi with short introduction on each. 10

e.2 (Answer any 2). 
ZO

(a) Mention characteristics, Kshaya laxana and generat treatment of increased Kapha.

(b) lndicate general symptoms and types of Ajeerna with its singre treatment. write features andtreatment of Alasak & Visuchika.

(c) Define shodhan' Mention its types with introduction and explain importance of Shodhan.

Q.3 (Answer any 4). 
ZO

(a) Discuss meaning, ctimatic changes and its effect on sharir bala of Adankala.

(b) write generar features of chaya- Kopa- shama of Dosha.

(c) Mention causes and general treatment of Sthaulya.

\/' (d) Define Ama. write symptoms and generattreatment of sama dosha.

(e) "nityam hitahara vihar sevi...............complete and discuss importance of Shloka.

Q.4 (Answer any 5). 
10

(a) write definition and rine of treatment of viruddhahara.

(b) what is Dharaniya vega? Discuss its importance in short.

(c) Explain features of Samyak Aharmatra.

(d) Explain Ashrayashrayee bhava.

(e) Mention symploms of Oja kshaya.

(f) What is nvipeeAlta€l,rrutpaana ?



Section- B (40 marks).

Q.5. Write types of Swedan with short introduction.lndicate samyak swedan laxan. 10

Q.6 {Answer any 4). 20

(a) What is Sansariana Krama ? Discuss its importance.

{b) lndicate Sarga according to Sankhya Darshan and Charak Samhita.

(c) What is Tantra Guna and Tantra Dosha ? Mention any 3 from both with meaning.

(d) Give pattern of Karma, Kala and Yoga Basti.

(e) "naasa hi shiraso dwaaram......." discuss this shloka and write Nasya Vidhi.

Q.7 (answer any 5). 10

(a) Mention types of Nasya.

(b) Write general rules of Snehan.

{c} Give the meaning of Ashchotana, Kavala, Achhapeya sneha and Asra visruti.

(d) What is Anushastra and Anuyantra ?

(e) Write Jalaukavacharan.

(f) Mention types of Kshara.
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